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President Donald J. Trump of the United States ordered an unexpected mass missile attack on

Syria in April 2017, while he prepared a greater showdown against North Korea if, as he said, they

donâ€™t â€œbehave.â€• We have entered a new era of razorâ€™s-edged danger, rife with prophetic

significance that world-renowned prophecy scholar, futurist and Nostradamus expert John Hogue

can decipher and explain. A rush to open confrontation, heedless of any actual investigation into

who gassed who in Syria, is exacerbated by Trumpâ€™s unprecedented game of matching

aggressive bluff for bluff with the potentially unstable North Korean dictator, Kim Jong-Un, who may

possess the capability to fire Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles tipped with nuclear weapons at the

United States. The purported Syrian air force chemical attack on Khan Sheikhoun in Syriaâ€™s Idlib

province might be false-flagged atrocities committed by al-Nusra Syrian rebels affiliated with

al-Qaeda. It could be a ruse to trick President Trump and the American military into waging yet

another bloody and disastrous regime-changing war in the Middle East, taking down what is left of

the secular state of Syriaâ€”and that only strengthens the hand of terrorists, like ISIS, the Islamic

State. A number of prophecies of Nostradamus, the great sixteenth-century prophet, and other

seers warn that a precipitous escalation against Syria, and a sudden, full-scale war in the Korean

Peninsula, might quickly bring on a nuclear war between the United States against the Chinese and

the Russians.Nostradamus, clearly gave short and long countdowns to World War Three. One starts

counting when a second cold war has started. That happened with the Ukrainian Civil War and a

salvo of US sanctions and Russian counter-sanctions in late April 2014. The short countdown is

upon us. A worsening military crisis with Syria and North Korea could unleash a US-Russian nuclear

exchange any time from now up through November 2017!This book will take you into an alternative

universe of facts over hearsay, skeptical inquiry over impulsive, uninformed and potentially history

changing, and history â€œendingâ€• international moves. In his strike on Syria with 59 Tomahawk

missiles, President Trump made an about-face, a 180-degree swing away from his often-delivered

campaign promises, such as staying out of the ruinous military game of regime change and

resolving US disputes with Russia.It could very well be that this complete axis shift in Trumpâ€™s

foreign policy views followed by bellicose and hasty military actions denote a subtle coup

dâ€™Ã©tat in motion. It consists of a possible co-opting of a gullible and politically inexperienced

president by the political denizens of the Washingtonâ€™s swamp of corruption and special

interests he promised as president to drain. Trump may have been the casualty of a putsch, of

which he is unaware, committed by his military and intelligence handlers belonging to a corporately

financed and strengthening National Security State who are under the illusion that they can control



and even win a Third World War. This book will investigate solid evidence beyond appearances and

mainstream media manipulation to disclose just how potentially (and intentionally) uninformed

Trumpâ€™s decision may have been to strike Syria, andâ€”perhaps any moment from now, attack

North Koreaâ€”with earthshaking consequences for us all. This future need not happen, and John

Hogue will consult Nostradamus and other significant seers down through history that present for us

alternative, positive choices we can make as we stand at this potent and potentially apocalyptic

crossroad in time. John Hogue is author of 840 articles and 41 published books (1,170,000 copies

sold) spanning 20 languages. He has predicted the winner of every US Presidential Election by

popular vote since 1968. Hogue is a world-renowned expert on the prophecies of Nostradamus and

other prophetic traditions.
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Lucid prose that is well-researched and not fear or anger-based. Hogue washes our brains clean



with his perspective.

"Trump Strikes Syria: and Korea?" is an account, as of April 2017, of the events and situations

surrounding the fighting in Syria, the tensions with North Korea, President TrumpÃ¢Â€Â™s related

actions, and the astrological and prophetic implications of it all. The latter does not make this a New

Agey tomeÃ¢Â€Â”it is not that. It is the latest in the ongoing works of a keen observer of current

events who happens to also be a prophecy scholar and astrologer. Read it to gain an understanding

of the reality of todayÃ¢Â€Â™s world powers and their conflicts, and then ponder that understanding

in the light of portends from centuries old prophetic writings.The bookÃ¢Â€Â™s first four chapters

are Mr. HogueÃ¢Â€Â™s informed commentary on the Syrian fighting and on the history leading to

the current state-of-affairs. He shows its origin in the machinations of the neoconservatives holding

power in Washington and their plans for attaining and keeping world hegemony. He focuses on the

two incidents of gas attacks in Syria (one in August 2013 and the recent one in April 2017) and

shows us through evidence of expert testimony, unbiased video, and informed reasoning, the reality

behind those attacks.That reality supports a Ã¢Â€Âœtail wagging the dogÃ¢Â€Â• scenario where the

major power proxies are manipulating their masters. I was skeptical of that, feeling that any

false-flag operations must originate within the US Deep State. Mr. Hogue, however, makes a good

case for proxies pursuing their own agenda. In doing so he also buttresses the implications of

NostradamusÃ¢Â€Â™ prophecies where the actions of minions lead to world power

confrontations.Then Chapter Four focuses on Donald Trump, showing how he has become the

president the Deep State wanted in Hillary Clinton. The prime example of this flip is seen in his 180

degree turn from tolerating the Assad government to firing rockets at it in retaliation for its alleged

gassing of civilians on April 4. Quotes of TrumpÃ¢Â€Â™s critical tweets about President

ObamaÃ¢Â€Â™s similar actions towards Syria illustrate TrumpÃ¢Â€Â™s hypocrisy.But the highlight

of Chapter Four is Mr. HogueÃ¢Â€Â™s suggestion of a Saturday Night Live skit that shows Trump

channeling Hillary Clinton. It is very true to the SNL format and is at once funny and poignant. Enjoy

it here, though, because such Ã¢Â€Âœtruth in comedyÃ¢Â€Â• will never be seen on corporate

television. And despite itÃ¢Â€Â™s renowned Ã¢Â€Âœedginess,Ã¢Â€Â• SNL is thoroughly

corporate.The second half of "Trump Strikes" delves further into the implications of the Syrian

conflict with regard to its escalation to a broader scope. Astrological influences are considered here

that seem to revolve around transits and trines of Mars and Saturn in Sagittarius and Aries (or

something like that, but indicating conflict, general tumult, and karmic consequences, nonetheless).

It also pulls much from the predictions of Nostradamus, especially from a letter he wrote to the



French King of his time.Now IÃ¢Â€Â™m no astrologer and I donÃ¢Â€Â™t have the background in

languages and history required to really appreciate Nostradamus. Even so, what Mr. Hogue

provides of both gives this work (all of his works, actually) an ambiance of ancient, transcendent

foreknowledge that I find compelling. It enhances the informed commentary that comes from a deep

understanding of political history and current events, and so leads to a baseline of insight that the

reader can build upon.The last couple of chapters gets into the tensions between the US and North

Korea. It begins with a review of the history of North Korea since WWII and how it led to the present

situation. Again, prophecy and astrology are cited to bring out the dire portends toward a

nuclear-powered world war. Quotes from and links to previous articles on the Hogueprophecy

website and to other Hogue books provide supporting material and a path for further study."Trump

Strikes Syria: and Korea?" is an intelligent, informed, recounting of current events being played out

in Syria and North Korea and their implications for world power relations and even nuclear war. It

provides a groundwork for the reality of the worldÃ¢Â€Â™s status that counters propagandizing

corporate media. Delve into this book and follow the enclosed links to get a picture of whatÃ¢Â€Â™s

really happening. Then follow up with Mr. HogueÃ¢Â€Â™s other books and keep current

(remember, this is a book about events and situations that are changing fast) with reports from the

alternate press (for as long as theyÃ¢Â€Â™re available).Be warned, however. This exercise could

burst the bubble of your imaginary life context and let the darkness of reality seep in. But would you

rather live in fantasy or see things as they are? ThatÃ¢Â€Â™s a harder choice than you might think.

It helps that Mr. Hogue leavens the dark potentials he writes about with humor. It may be why he

concludes his book with quotes from prophets and meta-physical teachers that offer some hope of

humanityÃ¢Â€Â™s survival. Personally, I recommend choosing realityÃ¢Â€Â”though harder, it

allows for a richer life journey. This book can get you started.

Taking these words to heart could prove to be one of the most important turning points for this

World! This is one conclusion a reader may come away with because it truly does take reading

John's works - especially one dealing with such a divided world as this one - with an open mind -

where one can learn much if you can pull yourself away from viewing yourself and everyone else as

a LABEL. Do that, and you will be in for what could be a very different ride than you thought it would

be when you climbed on to read this book. -- I read the INTRODUCTION, and five hours later, I had

to do what I do when finishing all of John's books - I digest the issues with my mental mind, and

then enter my sacred space of Meditation. I sleep after digesting these "two meals" so to speak, and

when I wake with an "empty stomach", I read the book again. I personally lack John's genius of



history, dates and names from the past and present because I never was much of a left-brained

person. I wish history books I read as a child of the '50s and '60's were as easy as this one was to

read. -- If you take this ride, you may find yourself holding on for dear life where you want to get off

and return to the LAND OF LABELS, but I encourage you to at least give the ride a chance - even if

it's to see if you can make it to the end with an open mind and heart - a huge challenge today where

it is easy for the mind and heart to be manipulated 24/7 in all forms of the media where it is

PRESUMED we are too stupid to think for ourselves! Just as I can serve a meal but can't eat it for

you, I'm serving the following meal of what this book had to offer me, and it's your choice to read

this book and hopefully partake from appetizer to dessert.Chapters 1-7 involved returning to 9/11

and to the WHY we are where we are today in Iraq and the Middle East, as well as returning to wars

of the past and trying to answer questions like - Will the same mistakes be made in Syria? Can we

discern between real news and fake news? Whom can we trust to deliver a true accounting of world

events? Who are our friends and enemies and why are they such? And my question - Where is the

integrity of Walter Cronkite when I need him? For me personally, I was enduring a ride through

stories of ego, greed, manipulation, and John's inclusion of astrological time frames when disaster

was averted recently, and when we are and/or will be most vulnerable again.Chapters 8-10 moved

into the Korean peninsula -and the WHY of our current situation there. This was compelling reading

for me because I was a little girl in the l950's, and not having had a family member serve in that war,

it was not a topic that was discussed like it was for family members who served in World War II.

Reading what John presented in these chapters about the current players controlling this ride, gave

me MUCH to meditate on.And now final Chapter 11. This was the most terrifying part of the ride -

passing through the scenario of a WHAT IF should someone make a first strike and the results

thereof. This is reality time - where we have to hold on for dear life or be jerked out of our seats as

speed picks up, and dangerous twists and turns have us questioning our mortality and HOPING that

those in power operating this ride ARE hearing our screams for help, and that those with their

hand(s) on the operating lever, REALLY DID READ THE MANUAL AND KNEW how to operate this

ride before we got on, and more importantly, that they KNOW how to STOP IT before we all get

killed! If wisdom prevails, and we are given a second chance at standing on firm ground again, will

mankind be stupid enough to forget all that fear that was recently experienced and get back on this

ride and test fate again? John includes Nostradamus predictions that address this question. Since

so much depends on the MINDS of those in power that we see can change in an instant to cause

good or harm to others, I'm keeping my ethereal fingers crossed that these PLAYERS in POWER,

who are participating in this game of WORLD CHESS, will be capable of sitting down and TAKING



the time to look at the giant chessboard between them from a higher perspective, and that after

doing so, they will exercise patience enough to a point where a LIGHT goes off in their minds and

hearts that advises them before making a first deadly move, that there is no shame in calling this

game a DRAW, so that everyone can rise, shake hands, and know that they all just experienced a

WIN WIN on behalf of us all! John ends this chapter with predictions of Nostradamus as previously

mentioned concerning the near future as well as words from other important Seers throughout time.

I am so glad I made it to dessert because this is where I read the words of OSHO, whom John

included in this section, which especially resonated with my mind and heart. If you are familiar with

my reviews, I almost always include personal reflections and experiences that relate to what I read

in John's books. So, having finished reading this book twice, I would like to share the following:To

anyone deliberately manipulating delicate world events because billions of dollars in personal

coffers aren't enough, so you want to keep this planet in a state of continued warfare - a word of

caution - for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction.Bombs do not choose who gets

SPARED because you belong to a certain LABEL!If anyone thinks they can push THAT button,

while hiding in a safe bunker thus dooming the rest of us, remember this - you cannot stay in that

tomb forever. Your paper money, and the computer that keeps track of it all will no longer exist.

Clean air to breathe, pure water to drink, and food to eat will run out. Last but certainly not least - IF

you are lucky enough to emerge and gaze upon the consequences of that split second decision

without taking a deep breath first, perhaps rather than wishing to know when the next wars will start,

you might finally ask this question - Would it REALLY have been so hard to have loved my neighbor

as myself?Thank you, John, for caring enough about this world to work as hard as you do in order

share what you did with me and others.

John does it again! Another fast paced and timely book; this relatively short work gives the reader a

much-needed look as to how Astrology and Prophecy might work out in terms of Current Events for

the coming Seasons in 2017.Most of all this book concentrates on how things might occur both

North Korea and the Middle East; especially if the old "neo-cons" are successful in convincing

President Trump to follow their advice when it comes to foreign policy and foreign entanglements

(including war).John also highlights ways this potential future could be avoided or at least delayed

into the 2020's; again a must read for anyone following the current timeline of fast breaking events

and wanting a glimpse of the most likely potential futures through the Fall of this year.Also included

are sample chapters from some of his previous books that relate to the information in this current

one, so again highly recommended and don't miss this one!
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